Abstract-Sensorimotor control and the involvement of motor brain regions has been extensively studied, but the role nonmotor brain regions play during movements has been overlooked. This is particularly due to the difficulty of recording from multiple regions in the brain during motor control. In this study, we utilize stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) recording techniques to explore the role nonmotor brain areas have on the way we move. Nine humans were implanted with SEEG depth electrodes for clinical purposes, which rendered access to local field potential (LFP) activity in deep and peripheral nonmotor structures. Participants performed fast and slow arm reaching movements using a robotic manipulandum. In this study, we explored whether neural activity in a given nonmotor brain structure correlated to movement path metrics including: path length, path deviation, and path speed. Statistical analysis revealed correlations between averaged neural activity in middle temporal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and fusiform gyrus and our path metrics both within and across the subjects. Furthermore, we split trials across subjects into two groups: one group consisted of trials with high values of each path metric and the other with low values. We then found significant differences in LFP power in specific frequency bands (e.g. beta) during movement between each group. These results suggest that nonmotor regions may dynamically encode path-related information during movement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
First mapped in 1917, recordings of cortical motor regions have been valued for their explicit involvement in movement execution, both in human and nonhuman primates [1, 2] . However, successful motor control relies on communication between motor and nonmotor areas, such as integrating sensory information to update the movement trajectory or to attenuate movement or to respond to unexpected perturbations [3] [4] [5] [6] . Lesion studies and nonhuman primate studies have shown that nonmotor regions play an important role in movement but remain largely undocumented [7, 8] . However, these regions could prove critical for future brain-machine interface applications for subjects whose motor areas are too impaired to provide reliable information.
What makes nonmotor regions studies in humans particularly limited is the difficulty in recording from these regions during strenuous movement tasks. Previous studies of these regions have relied on fMRI, ECoG, and MEG to record in humans, each suffering from spatial or temporal resolution issues in one way or another [9, 10] . The cumbersome set-ups required to perform natural movements also proves problematic within confined spaces [11] .
In this study, we exploit a unique experimental set-up wherein we gain access to brain areas in humans not previously studied while executing a motor task. SEEG allows for the recording of multiple brain structures simultaneously with millisecond temporal resolution [11] . This technique has been previously used to correlate highfrequency activity (HFA) to responses of movement perturbations [12] .
Here we examined the correlation between behavioral features and nonmotor areas to investigate whether these regions encode aspects related to the way we move. In this study, epileptic patients implanted with electrodes for clinical purposes performed center-out reaching task using a robotic arm under instructed speed conditions. Upon behavioral analysis, movements were broken down into three basic path features (path length, path deviation, and path speed). These path features were found to correlate with neural activity in nonmotor areas in specific frequency bands (e.g. beta), including the supramarginal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and fusiform gyrus, both within and across the subjects. These results suggest that nonmotor regions may encode static, path-related information during movement.
II. METHODS
A. Subjects
SEEG recordings were performed in medically refractory epileptic patients for the clinical purpose of finding the epileptogenic zone for possible resection. This study did not alter any invasive procedure as electrode location was made independently of the previous study based on pre-operative measures. Subject enrollment was completely voluntarily and all subjects gave informed consent. Experimental protocols were approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institutional Review Board. Methods were carried out in accordance with approved guidelines. Criteria allowed for 9 individuals over the age of 18 with the ability to provide informed consent and to perform the behavioral task. Alterations were not made to their clinical care other than the behavioral experiments.
B. Stereoelectroencephalographic (SEEG) Implantations
The SEEG depth electrodes (PMT Corporation, MN, USA) were implanted at the Cleveland Clinic using coregistered three-dimensional CT and MRI scans [11] . Approximately 8 to 13 stereotactically placed electrodes were implanted per subjects. Each electrode contact had a 0.8 mm diameter, was 2 mm long, and contacts were spaced 1.5 mm apart. Depth electrodes were inserted using a robotic surgical implantation platform, (ROSA, Medtech Surgical Inc., USA) in either orthogonal or oblique orientation. This allowed for intracranial recording from lateral, intermediate and/or deep cortical and subcortical structures in a threedimensional arrangement [13] . The day prior to surgery, volumetric pre-operative MRIs (T1, contrasted with Multihance® -0.1 mmol/Kg) were obtained and used to preoperative plan safe electrodes trajectories. Insertion trajectories were adjusted to avoid vascular structures. Electrode contacts were labeled according to the anatomical location from post-operative images with the agreement of two clinical experts.
C. Electrophysiological Recordings
Neural recordings were collected onsite using a clinical electrophysiology acquiring system activity (Nihon Kohden 1200, Nihon Kohden America, USA) in the Epilepsy Monitoring unit at a sampling rate of 2 KHz from peripheral to deep brain structures. Recording sessions for this study were absent of epileptic activity.
D. Behavioral Task
Subjects (n=9) performed a speed and goal-directed reaching movements using a robotic manipulandum from the InMotion ARM Interactive Therapy System (Interactive Motion Technologies, Watertown, MA, USA) to move the cursor to complete the behavioral task displayed on a monitor as previously described ( Fig. 1 (top) ) [12, 14, 15] . This system allowed for precise tracking of arm movements over a horizontal plane as the subjects manipulated a cursor presented on the screen along with the task stimuli. The behavioral task was prepared with a MATLAB® interface (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using MonkeyLogic [16, 17] .
The overview of the behavioral task was to move and maintain the cursor from the center to a target within an instructed fast or slow time. Speeds were relative to the subject based on calibrated trials of their fastest movements prior to task initiation. A successful fast speed required a trial time between 60-80% of their calibrated speed while a slow speed required 20-40% of their calibrated speed.
Visual stimuli and task details are explained in Fig. 1 (bottom). Trials begin with speed instruction, visualized by a vertical bar. The top or bottom portion would be highlighted green to indicate the instructed speed of fast or slow, respectively. After fixation by means of moving the cursor into the center, the target of the trial is displayed prior to movement for 2 ± 0.25 seconds. Go cue initiates when the target turns green after the delay. Movement onset is triggered when the subject's cursor leaves the center. The subject is expected to move their cursor into the target within 8 seconds including 0.5 seconds of holding. After successful holding, speed feedback is provided comparing the subject's trial speed to the instructed speed on the speed bar for 2 seconds. The outcome is revealed as a visual field of either a $5 bill upon success or a red X upon failure based on their performance.
E. Behavioral Analysis
All electrophysiological and behavioral analyses were conducted offline using custom MATLAB scripts. Behavioral analysis was performed on positional data between movement onset and the first hit in the target during the movement phase of unperturbed trials. Positional data were smoothed with a low-pass Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency of 10 Hz).
Three metrics were chosen to capture key features of movements on a trial-by-trail basis. These uncorrelated metrics are path length, path deviation, and path speed. Path length is the arc length normalized by the length of the straight line between the point where they left the center and where they entered the target [18] . Path deviation measures the average deviation each sample point is away from the task axis, defined as the straight line from the center of fixation to the target [19] . Path speed is the distance covered in the trial divided by the time of the trial. This metric was used by the task program to evaluate trial speed compared to the instructed speed for each session. All metrics were normalized for each subject.
F. Neural Data Analysis
Neuronal activity collected from SEEG electrodes are analyzed using frequency analysis on the voltage data. The log power spectrum is cut into 10 sections with widths of 10 Hz. The z-scored of the log power is calculated from the distribution of the log power per section over the entire To capture a form of neural spiking from the data, three frequency bands were chosen: beta (15-30 Hz), gamma (30-100 Hz), high gamma (100-200 Hz). Each band contained approximately ten frequency bins. The z-scored log power was averaged over these bins across bands to obtain a temporal representation of neuronal firing. For trialby-trial correlation analysis, mean band power was averaged between movement onset and first target hit to obtain one number per trial for each subject.
G. Subject Specific Analysis
To investigate if path-related information was being encoded by any nonmotor brain regions, a static analysis was devised. This comprised of correlating the average neural activity in each band to each path metric on a trial-bytrial basis within each subject. The Pearson correlation coefficient and corresponding p-value were calculated. This was repeated for each condition (band, metric, subject).
Conditions with significant correlations (p<0.05) were split into two groups: one group consisted of the top 20% of trials with the highest values and the other with the bottom 20% of trials with the lowest values. These trials were temporally plotted against each other time locked at movement onset and a nonparametric cluster analysis was performed between these two conditions [20] . Conditions with a significant difference (p<0.05) in neural activity were extracted and deemed as encoding path-related information.
H. Population Analysis
To make a general statement about neural encoding, common conditions must be observed across three or more sessions. Therefore, the trial-average analysis described above was repeated on brain regions that were significant in both correlation and temporal analysis as well as observed in at least three sessions. The combined trials were separated into groups by high and low values within each path metric, relative to the subject. Again, correlation coefficients were calculated and a nonparametric cluster analysis was performed on the separated groups.
III. RESULTS
Multiple nonmotor regions correlated with path-related metrics. Here we examine brain areas that were found to encode each metric according to the population analysis.
A. Path analysis
Since metrics were calculated relative to each subject, subject performance varied greatly; e.g. what was a fast trial for one subject may have been considered a slow trial for another. Fig. 2A demonstrates the ability of the metrics to represent different types of paths, where red paths indicate trials with high metric values and blue paths represent trials with low values. Path length separates direct paths (blue) from indirect paths (red) to the target. Path deviation separates paths that were inline with the task axis (blue) from paths that deviated from the target (red). Path speed meant to separate trials with a slow time (blue) from fast trials (red). Though the metric inherently does not directly related to visual path characteristics, slow trials appear to be a combination of wavier or have larger path lengths than fast trials.
B. Population correlations
Many regions were found to be correlated with path information but only a select few were common across subjects. All regions selected had a significant correlation with the metric (p<0.05) with the highest correlation coefficients amongst other regions. These regions were supramarginal gyrus for path length, MTG for path deviation, and fusiform gyrus for path speed. Fig. 2C shows the scatter plots with the associated correlation values per metric. Supramarginal gyrus has a positive correlation with path length, whereas middle temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus have negative correlations with path deviation and speed, respectively. Fig. 2B shows the anatomical location of the brain regions, highlighted in an MRI slice.
C. Population average power plots
Shown in Fig. 2D are the normalized beta band power temporally averaged for each metric and associated brain area time locked to movement onset. The signs of the correlations in Fig. 2C are exhibited in the average power plots. Negatively correlated conditions, (MTG, path deviation) and (fusiform gyrus, path speed), appear to have a decrease in neural activity after movement onset for trials with high valued metrics and conversely for positively correlated conditions (supramarginal gyrus, path length).
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that neural activity in nonmotor regions is associated with observed behavioral patterns through metrics that characterize path execution. This suggests that these nonmotor areas may be encoding information about the movement that was not previously known. Overall, beta band activity was more commonly correlated with the path metrics than gamma or high gamma activity. Beta band is known to become suppressed after movement onset and has been correlated with postmovements error [18] . This is similar to our observations with path deviation, a type of error, and MTG with suppressed beta sustained during the trials.
Path length:
The supramarginal gyrus, a division of the inferior parietal lobe, has been previously imaged to be involved with motor attention [7, 21] . The results from the population analysis indicate that trials with longer paths have an increase in neural activity that is delayed towards the end of the trial (Fig. 2D left) . This suggests that longer trials may require more attention to motor control and hence more recruitment of neuronal firing at the end of the movement.
Path deviation:
The MTG has been identified as apart of the visual processing known as V5, which has been shown to perceive and direct attention to motion in nonhuman primates and in humans [22, 23] . It has also been shown in fMRI studies to correlate with distance along with the cingulate cortex (not shown) [24] . The negative correlation between path deviation and MTG produces a sharp suppression in neural activity for trials with large deviations (Fig. 2D center) . This suggests that the MTG could be reacting to the movement deviation, perhaps due to the extra distance covered or attenuation required to complete drifted paths.
Path speed: Fusiform gyrus has been proposed to be associated with color processing, recognition, and spatial attention [23, 25, 26] . In Fig. 2D right, initially there is a decrease in activity for both fast and slow trials followed by a return to baseline for slow trials and a sustained suppression in fast trials until trial completion around 1 second. Based on our results, this difference in activity could be observing a form of selectivity that distinguishes between the motion being fast or slow. In this case, it is selective towards fast speeds through suppression whereas slow speeds return to baseline.
